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Abstract

Computation and data grids have encountered a large success among the scientific computing community in the past few years. The medical imaging community is increasingly aware of the potential benefit of these technologies in facing today medical image analysis challenges. In this paper, we report on a first experiment in deploying a medical application on a large scale grid testbed. Our pilot application is a hybrid metadata and image content-based query system that manipulates a large data set and for which image analysis computation can be easily parallelized on several grid nodes. We analyze the performances of this algorithm and the benefit brought by the grid. We further discuss possible improvements and future trends in porting medical applications to grid infrastructures.

1 Introduction

Digital medical images represent tremendous amounts of data for which automatic processing and intelligent indexing is increasingly needed \cite{10, 1}. The annual production of a radiology department in an industrialized country hospital is in the order of 10 Terabytes. The total data produced in European countries is therefore in the order of Petabytes per year and the total medical data of Europe or the USA can be estimated to thousands of Petabytes. Although often coming from digital sources, a large majority of these data is usually not archived in the long term.

Grids \cite{4, 5} are a promising tool to build medical databases and to face health-related challenges involving computations over large datasets such as epidemiology, image content-based retrieval, or drug assessment. Indeed, grids offer an infrastructure for:

- sharing data and building virtual databases distributed over several medical sites;
- and sharing processing power, allowing for very large scale study involving massive data processing.

Grids have encountered a large success among scientific computing communities. However, the medical fields related requirements have not been so well analyzed so far. Today, grids provide a low level hardware and software architecture but hardly address the high level user interfaces and services mandatory for deploying medical applications over a wide scale such as security and distribution of medical data.

In this paper, we focus on an image indexing and querying application over large databases \cite{8} that was experimented on the DataGrid European IST project testbed. The application allows to:

- Register a set of medical images and their associated metadata on a grid data manager.
Search these data by making hybrid queries involving both metadata and image contents.

The image content-based queries involved classical image similarity measures (section 2). A prototype deployed on a limited infrastructure is first demonstrated (section 3). An architecture allowing a more integrated implementation and taking into account more realistic constraints is then discussed (section 4).

2 Image content-based queries

The overall application is depicted in figure 1. This system allows to (i) register medical images coming from medical imagers and their medical data and (ii) to make queries such as 'search for Magnetic Resonance Images of the heart similar to the one of Mr Foo Bar acquired yesterday in my hospital'. The image can then be visualized on the physician screen and compared to the most similar cases available from the database. Figure 1 decomposes this application in 7 steps:

1. Storage of medical images coming from an imager on large capacity disk servers.
2. Indexing of images according to patient-specific and image-related metadata such as the patient name, the acquisition type, etc.
3. Retrieval of images for visualization on the physician screen. Queries can involve both metadata and image contents. Metadata are stored in a standard database queried using the SQL language.
4. Query over image content involves triggering automatic processings.
5. The image database is transported to computation nodes.
6. Similarity measures are used to discover images that show similar content to a given sample.
7. The most similar images to the case of study can then be visualized on the physician screen.

![Figure 1. Application synopsis](image)

Given an image of interest (the source image), the hybrid query system performs first a preselection of possible images to compare (the target images) by querying the metadata and then an image content-based analysis on the targets to search for most similar images. The preselection is based on a simple SQL database query. Only images with comparable attributes (e.g. same region of interest as the source image, same modality, same orientation, etc) are considered as possible targets. The resulting data set can be quite large though (up to few hundred images in our experiments, may be much more in clinical practice). Therefore, the computing power of a grid is used to perform the content-based analysis step. Each image in the target set is compared to the source image through a similarity measure [6, 7]. The resulting score is used to rank the target images from most to less similar.
2.1 Image analysis

Several similarity measurements have been implemented in our application. Let \( I \) represent the source image and \( J \) represent one target image with the same support (both \( I \) and \( J \) have \( n \) voxels). Let \( i \) denote the gray level intensity of voxels in image \( I \) and \( j \) denote the gray level intensity of voxels in image \( J \). \( n_i \) (resp. \( n_j \)) is the number of voxels with intensity \( i \) (resp. \( j \)) in image \( I \) (resp. \( J \)). \( n_{ij} \) is the number of voxels having simultaneously intensity \( i \) in image \( I \) and \( j \) in image \( J \). \( p_i = \frac{n_i}{n} \) and \( p_j = \frac{n_j}{n} \) are associated probabilities. \( p_{ij} = \frac{n_{ij}}{n} \) is the joint probability of a voxel at a given location to have intensity \( i \) in \( I \) and \( j \) in \( J \). The mean and variance of intensities in image \( I \) can be computed as: \( m_I = \sum_i i p_i \) and \( \sigma_I^2 = \sum_i (i - m_I)^2 p_i \). From these statistical measurements, one can compute several similarity measures:

- **The simple differences:**

  \[
  D_1(I, J) = \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} |i - j| \quad \text{and} \quad D_2(I, J) = \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} (i - j)^2
  \]

  are simple measurements for mono-modal image comparisons. They are sensitive to signal noise and inhomogeneities so their principal interest is their simplicity.

- **The coefficient of correlation:**

  \[
  \rho^2(I, J) = \frac{\text{Cov}^2(I, J)}{\text{Var}(I)\text{Var}(J)} = \sum_i \sum_j \frac{(i - m_I)(j - m_J)}{\sqrt{\sigma_I^2}\sqrt{\sigma_J^2}}
  \]

  is a normalized measurement taking into account an affine transformation between \( I \) and \( J \) intensities. It has been extensively used in the literature.

- **The Wood’s criterion:**

  \[
  W(I, J) = \sum_j \frac{\sigma_{Ij}^2}{m_{Ij}} p_j \quad \text{with} \quad \begin{cases} m_{Ij} = \frac{1}{p_j} \sum_i j p_{ij} \\ \sigma_{Ij}^2 = \frac{1}{p_i} \sum_j (j - m_{Ij})^2 p_{ij} \end{cases}
  \]

  was introduced to register MRI on PET images. Given the set of voxels with intensity \( i \) in the source image, the Wood’s criterion measures the variation of intensities of corresponding voxels in the target image.

- **The correlation ratio:**

  \[
  \mu^2(I, J) = 1 - \frac{1}{\sigma_J^2} \sum_j p_j \sigma_{Ij}^2
  \]

  is used for multi-modal registration and makes the hypothesis that a functional relation exists between the source and the target image intensities.

- **The mutual information**, or entropy:

  \[
  H(I, J) = - \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} \frac{p_{ij}}{p_j}
  \]

  is the most general similarity measure. It measures the entropy of the joint gray levels distribution without any assumption on an existing relation between source and target image intensities.
2.2 Computations complexity

All above mentioned measures computation require to build the joint histogram of the two images and to compute the statistics. The joint histogram in an $m \times m$ sparse matrix where $m$ is the number of possible gray levels (typically, $m = 2^{12}$ or $m = 2^{16}$ in medical images). The statistics $p_i, p_j, p_{ij}, m_1, \sigma_1, etc.$ can then be computed.

Assembling a plain squared matrix of size $m^2$ with $m = 2^{16}$ is out of range of today workstation's memory capacity. Therefore:

- either the image gray levels must be undersampled in the range $[2^8, 2^{12}]$, resulting in a less precise similarity measurement,
- or a sparse matrix representation must be used which as an impact on the assembling time and the computation cost of statistics.

The former solution will be preferred for computation time while the later will be preferred for accuracy.

The computation time is also directly proportional to the image size as the joint histogram assembling algorithm is going through all image voxels in sequence. In our experiments, we used small size 2D slices of the thorax ($256 \times 256$, i.e. $n = 65536$) and medium size 3D brain MR images ($181 \times 217 \times 181$, i.e. $n = 7109137$). The measured computation time of similarity measures on a 1 Ghz Pentium III processor are reported in figure 2. From this study, we will retain that the total computation time for a pair of images is a fraction of a second ($t_e1 = 0.030s$) in the case of 2D images, about 15 seconds ($t_e2 = 15s$) in the case of 3D images with undersampled gray levels and about 12 minutes ($t_e3 = 720s$) with full scale 3D images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Histogram</th>
<th>$D_1$, $D_2$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$W$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$H$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m = 2^8$, $n = 65536$</td>
<td>0.030 0.020 0.033 0.031 0.030 0.040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m = 2^{12}$, $n = 7109137$</td>
<td>7.90 6.56 8.28 7.97 8.15 8.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m = 2^{16}$, $n = 7109137$</td>
<td>693 4.41 7.32 9.71 9.65 11.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Joint histogram and similarity measures computation time in seconds

3 Prototype

A prototype has been developed and deployed on the European DataGrid middleware to test the image content-base query application. The DataGrid application testbed offers about 1000 of CPUs spread over ten sites in Europe and a total storage capacity of a few Terabytes.

Images have first been pre-registered into the DataGrid data manager and stored on grid storage disks. To each registered image is associated a unique grid-wide identifier called LFN (Logical File Name). The associated metadata (patient-related information, hospital-related information, and image-related information) for all registered images are simultaneously recorded in an SQL data base. The LFN column in the database makes the association between the image and the metadata.

Through a graphical interface, the physician can query the database to select a source image and download it on its local machine for visualization. He can then search for similar images in the database. Figure 3 shows, from left to right, the user interface, a thorax source image, and matching images with high similarity ($\rho = 0.9$), medium ($\rho = 0.1$) and low similarity ($\rho = 0.001$) scores.

One job is started for each pair of images to compare. The grid middleware is receiving job descriptions (executable and input data), processes the jobs and returns the result (a simple similarity score). Grids clearly show a potential for such an application as all similarity measurements are independent and can be processed in parallel on different grid nodes. In clinical
practice, an almost immediate response time would be necessary for the system to be used. However the current situation is not very satisfying as:

- Job submission requires a rather costly resource match-making computation. Currently it takes about 30 seconds to find matching resources ($t_m = 30s$).

- The system then need to transfer the job executable on the target node, wait for the job to be started from the local queue, and, once processing is done, to retrieve the job output. This introduces an additional latency for each job in the order of 60 seconds ($t_t = 60s$).

- Some current limitations of the system prevent the application to submit too many jobs at the same time to the grid resource broker. Currently, no more than 40 jobs can be executed in parallel.

Therefore, grid jobs are penalized by an incompressible additional latency that is not fully compensated by the job parallelism. Quantitatively, the sequential execution time when comparing the source image to $N$ target images is $t_{seq} = N t_e$ (with $t_e$ equal to $t_{e1}$, $t_{e2}$, or $t_{e3}$ depending on the image size and the algorithm parameters) while the grid execution time can be approximated by $t_{grid} = (t_m + t_t + t_e)\frac{N}{40} = (90 + t_e)\frac{N}{40}$. The theoretical acceleration is:

$$a = \frac{t_{seq}}{t_{grid}} = \frac{40t_e}{90 + t_e}$$

This function is asymptotic with a theoretical maximum of 40. The acceleration becomes positive ($a > 1$) for $t_e > 2.3$ seconds approximatively. Therefore, the gridification is valuable only for large enough execution times, independently of the number of images to match. For the three typical execution times $t_{e[1..3]}$ given above, the acceleration and the total computation time for various values of $N$ are given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>acceleration</th>
<th>$N = 50$</th>
<th>$N = 100$</th>
<th>$N = 200$</th>
<th>$N = 500$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_{e1} = 0.03$</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{e2} = 15$</td>
<td>5.714</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>1312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{e3} = 720$</td>
<td>35.556</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>4050</td>
<td>10125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that in clinical practice, a computation time of 5 minutes is already a quite long time, the application is of limited interest on the current system. However, middleware improvements, and in particular breaking the limitation to 40 jobs submission would drastically change these figures.
4 Discussion and future work

We have deployed a pilot medical application on a large scale computation grid. First results reported in this paper show the potential of grids for such an application and the current limitation of the system in terms of efficiency. Concerning medical image processing, other key points were not addressed in this first prototype such as:

- **Security.** Data integrity and respect of privacy is a key issues in most applications manipulating medical images. Security is a broad concept that covers authentication of individuals and authorization checking, security of data stored and transferred over the network, logging, etc.

- **Efficient data transfers.** Latency in data transfers is a key component of the total computation time in an application such as the one reported in this paper. On a grid, data are supposed to be distributed over different sites and replicated for efficiency and robustness [9]. In our experiments, data were pre-replicated on a couple of sites and all jobs were executed on theses sites with LAN access to the input data. On a full running grid, one could imagine to get data from remote sites and use different network quality of services to optimize data transfers. For instance, the source image could sent to different sites using network broadcasting since it will be needed by all jobs.

- **Data distribution.** On a full scale system, the images should be distributed over different sites. One could imagine that each image producing center (hospital) is storing locally its images.

- **Interface with medical imagers.** In our experiment, we registered each input image on grid disks. In a fully working system, one could expect that medical imagers are automatically registering images on the grid data manager as they become available.

To deal with these different issues, we are working on a Distributed Medical Data Manager (DM²) system [3]. The DM² is depicted in figure 4. It provides an interface between the medical image servers (DICOM standard [2]) and the grid middleware. It also adds capabilities to the grid data management system such as medical metadata management, data encryption and fine level authorization. Its secondary role is to provide a distributed system able to interconnect different sites, to make cross-site queries, and to retrieve medical images from different sites.

![Figure 4. DM²: A Distributed Medical Data Manager](image)

For a clean design of this complex distributed multi-processes software component, we have drawn a layered architecture for the DM². On the lowest level (layer 0), a message passing kernel is allowing efficient communication between processes. On layer 1, a transactional system is ensuring coherent transactions between the different services and interfaces to external
components. Layer 2 is a distribution layer. On top of that comes an application layer with a programmable interface allowing to develop applications that take advantage of the DM² services and a user interface layer with high level access interface.

5 Conclusion

There is a strong potential in grids for facing medical image analysis challenges. In this paper, we reported on a pilot application that we deployed on a large scale grid testbed and we depicted some future developments. Many more applications involving large data sets (e.g. epidemiology studies) or computing power (e.g. surgery simulation) could benefit from grid technologies. However, many aspects relevant to the medical applications such as security, data management or real/limited time situations need to be further investigated. Basic middleware services are available for experiments today but there is still a large space for implementing new higher level services applications oriented.
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